Trade platform:
Webinar:
Broker:
Room hours:
Indices traded:
Spot Fx:
Options:
Products:

Ninja Trader, Sierra Charts, and MT4
GoToWebinar
Optimus, AMP, NinjaTrader
US 8:00 - 2:30 EST, ASIA 7:30-9:00pm EST
GC, CL, ES, 6B, 6E, NQ, YM
Currency pairs and CFDs (NAZ-100, SPX-500, JPN225, US-OIL, US-30)
QQQ SPY TLT GLD /CL SPX RUT DIA FXE AAPL FB MSFT and much more
Free Unlimited Trials every Tuesday’s US sessions and Thursday’s Asian sessions
Mentoring & Education Program: Staring at $4300
GTC Premium: (call for Specials)
Unlimited weekly trials. Don't sign up for membership until you are 100% ready.
Simon Jousef, CEO and Head Trader.
http://thetraderinstitute.com

The Trader Institute is the answer to one question that many traders ask: if you know the market’s direction, how will you benefit from
it? This HIGHLY accurate methodology a direct result of volume profile analysis and understanding as it is based on Simon’s
mathematical approach. The method, if understood correctly, can call the directions of each market whether on small or large chart
frames.
The A.C.E. system (Anticipate, Confirm, Execute) can call exact entries, profit targets, and exact stops, you will always feel confident in
your trading execution and reduce your overall risk. With Simon’s unique trading style and methodology, a student can easily project
the market’s future reactions with just a glance at the charts.
Often, the markets are stuck in a range. This is when most traders lose money because they tend to trade with the typical lagging
indicators and fancy new flashing buttons and forget (or don’t know) the one and only thing that makes any market move. . . VOLUME.
To be more exact Volume Profile. If you don’t know the exact volume profile associated with the instrument you are trading, for that
day, then how can you trade?
Knowing whether the markets are stuck in a range or going to break one way or another is the main problem. Our method of reading
the Volume Profile is the solution. Every session in the live trade room starts with Simon’s Top Down analysis from which the room
attendees will have an idea about the sentiments of the markets. If they see that the markets are bullish, then Simon will recommend
certain levels to place longs and vice versa for the bearish markets. Catching the exact entry points is very crucial, as the risk is
minimized due the small stops associated with those entries.
With Larger stops, Simon will find directional trades which the room executes using:
 Options such as QQQ, CL, DIA, SPY, USO, GLD, FXE and more ETFs.
 Simon also takes advantage of big directional moves through Forex pairs such as USD-CAD, EUR, USD-JPY and others.
 And now the room has added ETF’s and CFD’s such as NAZ-100, US-Oil, US-30, JPN225, SPX and more
Simon Jousef
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